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Abstract
Starting from a degenerate scheme with mass m0 a complete analysis of the
allowed range of the effective electron neutrino Majorana mass hmi is performed.
Special attention is paid to effects of cancellations. These can be caused by either
the intrinsic CP parities of the eigenstates (CP invariance) or by complex mixing
matrix elements (CP violation). We investigate all possibilities and give in each case
constraints on the phases, the relative CP parities or the neutrino mass scale. A solar
mixing angle smaller sin2 2θ smaller than 0.7 jeopardizes the degenerate mass scheme.
A key value of hmi/m0 is identified, which is independent on the solar solution and
would rule out certain schemes. Also it would answer the question regarding the
presence of CP violation. Even if a total neutrino mass scale and an effective mass
is measured, the value of the phases or parities is not fixed, unless in some special
cases. We comment on the consequences of this freedom when other elements of the
neutrino mass matrix are calculated.




In the light of recent impressive experimental evidence on neutrino oscillations [1] the next
fundamental question to be answered is the one regarding the neutrino character. From the
theoretical side Majorana neutrinos are favored, since they pop out of almost every GUT
and are for example the result of the very attractive see{saw{mechanism [2]. In this case,
heavy neutrinos are predicted. Experimental information on the existence of Majorana
neutrinos might come from neutrinoless double beta decay (0) [3] or from production
of heavy Majorana neutrinos at colliders, see e.g. [4] and references therein. The most
stringent limit however comes from the rst process, investigating the eective Majorana
mass of the electron neutrino, with a current bound of [5]
hmi < 0:2 eV: (1)
Plans exist to build experiments exploring regions up to hmi ’ 0:006 eV [6]. The variation
within a factor of roughly 3 between dierent calculations of the required nuclear matrix
elements has to be kept in mind. Results of oscillation experiments can be used to restrict
the value of hmi in dierent mass schemes and for the dierent solutions of the solar
neutrino problem [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Typical key scales for hmi are 0.1 and 0.005 eV,
thus lying in the range of current and forthcoming projects. However, hmi has a form
which includes possibilities for the contributions to cancel each other, namely via CP{
violating phases or via the intrinsic CP{parities of the neutrino states, which exist in the
case of CP conservation. These possibilities were included in most of the above given
references. In [13] constraints on CP{violating phases were given by using a graphical
representation for the complex mass matrix elements. However, a more detailed numerical
study on the subject of cancellations and their consequences has not been done yet and
is the purpose of the present paper. Among the topics are a clarication of the kind of
cancellation, i.e. a distinction between the 2 possibilities. For simplicity we start from a
degenerate mass scheme. If in a given situation the maximal allowed m0 is comparable to
the scale implied by the atmospheric anomaly, so is the degenerate scheme ruled out and
the derived mass limit holds for the largest of the 3 mass eigenstates. Verication of the
exact mass scheme then still requires more knowledge about hmi. We will nd that only
in very special cases denite statements about the phases or parities can be made and that
there is otherwise a large uncertainty in the values of the other mass matrix entries. These
entries are clearly needed to distinguish between dierent discussed models. Apart from
this obvious aspect another interesting application of the phases was given in [14], where
the values of the phases govern the magnitude of the lepton{asymmetry in the universe,
which is responsible for the observed baryon{asymmetry. Thus, the precise knowledge of
all mixing parameters in the lepton sector is certainly important.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the general framework and
basic formulae for CP violation and conservation, respectively. Section 3 sees a discussion
of the connection between oscillation and hmi in hierarchical schemes, whereas Sec. 4
concentrates on the degenerate scheme. Some special mixing matrices and the general case
with all experimentally allowed values are discussed. Constraints on the phases and m0
are given, where m0 is the common mass scale of the neutrinos. The paper is concluded in
Sec. 5 with a summary of our results.
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2 Formalism
Flavor eigenstates α ( = e; ; ) are connected to mass eigenstates i (i = 1; 2; 3) via
a mixing matrix, i.e. α = Sαii. A proper treatment of this issue can be found in [15],
here we quote only the main points. This matrix is derived by diagonalising the Majorana





βR + h:c: (2)




αR and Mαβ is a symmetric matrix. For CP invariance it is also
real and can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix
OiαMαβO
T
βj = imiij (3)
with i = 1 and mi  0. Choosing i = ∑a OiααL + iOiα(αL)c we have −2Lmass =
miii and UCP iU
−1
CP = ii. For CP invariance it can be shown [16] that i is connected
to the intrinsic CP parity of the Majorana, i.e. i = i
CP
i . In addition it holds 
c = i.
Therefore the 0 amplitude for CP invariance is proportional to [17]
MCP (0) / O2eiγ−iciγ− / imiO2ei; (4)
with 2γ = 1γ5. At the cost of a complex O the CP parities can also be absorbed in the
mixing matrix via the identity i = e
ipi/2(ηi−1). For complex Mαβ and thus CP violation1
the diagonalization of the mass term is done by an unitary matrix,
UiαMαβU
T
βj = miij: (5)
Appropriate choice of U can always make mi  0. Here, i = 1 and the 0 amplitude is
proportional to
M
CP/(0) / U2eiγ−iciγ− / miU2ei: (6)
To conclude, the matrix in the relation α = Sαii is either orthogonal or unitarity and the















jm1 cos2  + m2 sin2 e2iφj CP violation
jm1 cos2  + m212 sin2 j CP invariance
: (8)
Hence, a single CP parity has no physical meaning, only relative values are signicant.
Note though that the case 12 = −1 (opposite parities) and  = =2 (\maximal" violation)
can not be distinguished. This can be also seen from the choice of the mixing matrix Sαi:
The case 1 = −1 and Se1 = Oe1 is equivalent to 1 = +1 and Se1 = e−ipi/2Oe1 = −iOe1.
1A geometrical description of CP violation with Majorana neutrinos in terms of unitarity triangles can
be found in [18].
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This means that opposite parities with a real mixing matrix are equivalent to equal parities
with a complex mixing matrix for a maximal phase. Hence, for \maximal" phases we can
not tell from 0 alone if there is CP violation in the lepton sector and the answer if
there is one at all has to come from long{baseline experiments [19]. This is similar to the
statement by Pal and Wolfenstein [20] for the decay 2 ! 1γ: For equal (opposite) parities
magnetic (electric) dipole radiation occurs. Opposite parities are equivalent to complex
mixing matrix elements but do not imply CP violation. This would be suggested only by
the presence of both kinds of radiation. For a degenerate scheme with masses discussed in
the following sections however, the life time of such a process is about  > 1048 s.
3 Oscillation Experiments, 0 and hmi in Hierar-
chical Schemes
The CP{violating mixing matrix U can be parametrized as







−s1c2 − c1s2s3eiδ c1c2 − s1s2s3eiδ s2c3
s1s2 − c1c2s3eiδ −c1s2 − s1c2s3eiδ c2c3

 diag(1; eiα; ei(β+δ));
(9)
where ci = cos i and si = sin i. The orthogonal matrix O is of course obtained by setting
the phases to zero. From hereon we will always write Uαi for the mixing matrix with
obvious changes for the CP conserving case. Since the oscillation probability







βiUβj(1− exp iji): (10)
is invariant under such a multiplication of a diagonal matrix, the two additional Ma-
jorana induced phases are not observable in any oscillation experiment [21]. There-
fore, 0 is the only probe to test these phases. In principle it would be possible to
completely derive all phases by comparing the elements of the Majorana mass matrix
(hmαβi = j(U diag(m1; m2; m3)UT)αβ j. However, the analogues of 0 one needs to ob-
serve like K+ ! −++ [22], µN ! −++X [23] or e+p ! e ++X [24] have
branching ratios or cross section far too small to be measured [9].
All numerical analyses indicate a hierarchy in the mass squared dierences of solar and
Solution sin2 2 (90% C.L.) Best{t point
VO [25] 0:6 : : : 1 0.80
SA [26] 7  10−4 : : : 10−2 5:5  10−3
LA [26] 0:55 : : : 1 0.79
LOW [26] 0:75 : : : 1 0.94
Table 1: Solution to the solar neutrino problem, 90 % C. L. range of the mixing angle and
best{t point of the analysis.
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atmospheric experiments:
m2  m2A: (11)
Maximal values are (m2)max ’ 10−4 eV2 [25, 26] and (m2A)max ’ 10−2 eV2 [27]. With-
out loss of generality we assume m3  m2  m1. In a 3{flavor picture, three hierarchical
schemes, where at least for one mass eigenstate m2i ’ m2 holds, are capable of explain-
ing the relation (11), they are called \completely hierarchical" (m3 ’
√
m2A  m2 ’√
m2  m1), \partially hierarchical" (m3 ’
√
m2A  m2 ’ m1) and \inverse hierar-
chical" (m3 ’ m2 =
√
m2A  m1). With this notation, the CHOOZ result demands a
small jUe3j in the rst two cases and a small jUe1j in the last one. The latter fact stems from
the condition that for m3  m2  m1 the completely and partially hierarchical schemes
demand m221 = m
2
  m231 ’ m232 whereas the inverse hierarchical scheme has to
be given by m232 = m
2
  m221 ’ m231. With a good approximation we can use








1− sin2 2): (12)
The data we use are taken from Refs. [25, 26] and given in Table 1. As usual, SA (LA)
denotes the small (large) angle MSW, LOW the MSW low mass and VO the vacuum
solution. The MSW [28] resonance condition demands jUe1j > jUe2j. However, for the
vacuum solution this might not be the case, we come back later on that point. In the
inverse hierarchical scheme the resonance requires jUe3j > jUe2j. The CHOOOZ experiment
[29] gives unfortunately only a limit on jUe3j (in the inverse hierarchical scheme on jUe1j),
depending on the atmospheric mass scale, it reads at 90 % C. L.
jUe3j < 0:01 : : : 0:15 for m2A ’ 10−3 : : : 10−2 eV2 [30]: (13)
For typical best{t values of few10−3 eV the bound is about jUe3j < 0:05. Even for the
maximal allowed values of the mass squared dierences and mixing angles hmi is always
below 0.2 eV:













m2A  0:85m1 + 0:015 partially hierarchical
jUe1j2m1 + (1− jUe1j2)
√
m2A  m1 + 0:085 inverse hierarchical
:
(14)
Note that there can be a additional contribution of m1 <
√
m2, which can be traced to
the fact that only mass squared dierences are measured. If an experimental sensitivity
of 10−2 eV on hmi is achieved, this might be of importance. However, at the present time
with hmi  0:2 eV, all values of the phases and the parities are allowed. In order to make
more denite statements about the eects of cancellations, we therefore apply a degenerate
scheme in which m23 ’ m22 ’ m21  m20. Per denition, it should hold m20  m2max ’ 10−2.
When in the following a maximal allowed mass scale of m0 ’ 0:2 : : : 0:3 eV is derived
so does that mean that the mass scheme is not \completely degenerate" but \slightly"
hierarchical, i.e. an intermediate situation occurs. For example, if m0,max = 0:2 eV, then
another eigenstate has a mass of 0:2−" eV, where " is small. In order to get the atmospheric
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scale of 10−2eV2 one nds " = 0:03 eV and the two eigenstates dier by about 15 %. Then
our m0,max is the limit on the largest mass eigenstate m3 with m3 ’ or > m2. A limit of
m0 ’ 0:1 eV corresponds to a hierarchical scheme. However, due to the uncertainty in the
value of hmi and m2A a denite statement is somehow dicult to make.
4 hmi in the Degenerate Scheme
The upper bound on m0 comes from the tritium spectrum, which limits [31]
∑
i
jU2eijmi = m0  2:8 eV: (15)
Forthcoming and ongoing projects intend to push the bound below 1 eV [32]. In addition,
cosmological observations might be interpreted in terms of a total neutrino mass of
∑
mν ’
few eV [33]. By measuring anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background, MAP and
PLANCK may probe values down to
∑
mν  0:5 eV [34]. The interesting function to
investigate is hmi=m0  ~m, which is depending on 4 parameters, either two angles and 2
phases or two angles and two relative parities. In the CP{violating case ~m reads
hmi
m0










3c2(α−β) + c21(s21c2α + t23c2β)) (16)










1 (+ + +) $  =  = 
jc23(c21 − s21 − t23)j (+−−) $  =  = pi2
jc23(c21 − s21 + t23)j (−+−) $  = β2 = pi2
cos 23 (−−+) $  = 2 = 
; (17)
where all 4 possible (  ) signatures with the corresponding CP{violating phases are
given. In addition, there are (c1{dependent) solutions for the phases, which give the same
~m as special parity congurations, see below. Note that for (−−+) the value is independent
on the solar solution. The (+ − −) signature is in fact the minimal value for the general
CP{violating case, provided that jUe1j2 > jUe2j2. For the inverse situation, the (− + −)
signature gives the minimal ~m.
4.1 Some special mixing matrices
Three intriguingly simple matrices have been widely discussed:
 Single maximal
Maximal atmospheric mixing and a vanishing angle in solar and the CHOOZ exper-
iment, resulting in jUe1j = 1.
 Bimaximal
Both solar and atmospheric mixing is maximal, CHOOZ’s angle is zero. Then jUe1j =
jUe2j = 1=
p
2 and jUe3j = 0.
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 Trimaximal
All elements have the same magnitude and jUe1j = jUe2j = jUe3j = 1=
p
3. The model
gives a poor t to the oscillation data.















for single, bi{ and trimaximal mixing respectively. Single and bimaximal mixing are special
cases of the mixing angles from Table 1 and might serve as a model to get a feeling for
the bounds one obtains. With the current limit on hmi we get for values of ~m = 1; 1
3









3 + 2(c2α + c2β + c2(α−β)) tri
: (19)
Single maximal mixing means m0  0:2 eV, unobtainable by currently planned experi-
ments. For bimaximal mixing we get with the current limit and assuming m0 = 1 eV:
 < 78:50. For the trimaximal case Fig. 1 shows ~m as a function of one phase for dierent
values of the second phase.
4.2 General Limits and Bounds
We go now from the special cases back to all experimentally allowed values of the mixing
angels. The rst thing to say is that for exactly vanishing Ue3 there is no way to nd out
about the second phase2. Without further eort we can say for the (+ + +) signature,
that m0  0:2, i.e. is beyond experimental access. More interesting is e.g. the (−−+) case
in which ~m is depending on only one parameter, namely the angle bounded by CHOOZ.
With Eqs. (1) and (13) we get the allowed range of m0 depicted in Fig. 2. In this situation,
the maximal neutrino mass is about 0.29 eV, using the best{t point of SK gives m0  0:22
eV. We also plot the range for a limit of hmi < 0:1 eV, which further reduces the allowed
values. The maximal m0 is now 0.14 and 0.11 eV, respectively.
There is still freedom in the ordering of Ue1 and Ue2 if the vacuum solution is correct. We
denote the choice jUe1j > jUe2j with VO1 and the other one with VO2. However, as can be
seen from Eq. (12) and (17) the case VO1 and (+−−) is equivalent to VO2 and (−+−)
as VO1 and (− + −) is to VO2 and (+ − −). In Figures 3 and 4 we show the maximal
values of m0 as a function of jUe3j2 for the current hmi{limit of 0.2 eV. These maximal
values scale with the hmi limit.
In Fig. 5 we plot ~m as a function of  for dierent values of , whilst assuming jUe3j2 = 0:03.
Maximal mixing (i.e. jUe1j = jUe2j) allows complete cancellation, whereas for other values a
non{vanishing minimal ~m is achieved. The dependence on the second phase is rather small
2Also, “normal” CP violation in long–baseline experiments will be unobservable.
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which can be explained by the smallness of jUe3j, confer with Fig. 1, where the dependence
on the second phase is rather strong. In Fig. 7 we therefore show for hmi  0:2 eV,  = =2
and jUe3j2 = 0:03 the allowed area in the m0{ space for dierent sin2 2. The higher
this angle is, the higher is the maximal allowed m0. We state again that for m0  0:3
eV the mass scheme is no longer degenerate. This value is approached for a solar mixing
angle of about 0.7, which is also true for the (+ − −) and (− + −) congurations. For
the SA solution it follows c1 ’ 1 in Eq. (17) so that ~m is always about 1. This means
if the SA solution turns out to be realized in nature we will not nd the neutrino mass
scale, which even now is already bounded by m0 < 0:2 eV. The best{t value and the
minimal respectively maximal allowed mixing angle gives lines too close together to be
distinguishable in the plot. Regarding VO1 and VO2 it turns out that the dierence for
given phases is negligible (1 to 2 %), so we plot in Fig. 6 only the VO1 option.
If the bounds on hmi and m0 are both further reduced, nothing special happens. Some
more interesting possibilities however suggest themselves: First, a value for m0 is found and
hmi gives an upper bound. Then we get a lower limit on ~m. Second, the reverse situation
results in an upper limit on ~m. If both quantities are measured, then denite statements
about the phases can be made. In connection with the then already obtained knowledge of
the correct solar solution and a more stringent CHOOZ bound (or signal) some important
conclusions could be drawn. In addition, we can assume that the precision in the mixing
angles will be improved. To simplify things a bit we take now the best{t values. Since
these points of the VO and the LA solution are very close together we only plot the LA and
the LOW case in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Recent data on the day{night spectrum seems
to favor these solutions [35]. Dierent values of the parameters lead to modications of
the results which are not dicult to do with the help of Eqs. (12,16,17). From the gures,
we can easily analyze some specic congurations: For example, for ~m < 0:6 the (−−+)
conguration is ruled out and for ~m > 0:6 the (+−−) and (−+−) cases, making 0.6 a key
scale, since it is independent on the solar solution and the value of jUe3j. If we would know
the value of ~m, even more could be said: The key value of 0.6 eV would mean that there is
CP violation in the leptonic sector. However, with the current limits on hmi and m0 and
the maximal sensitivities achievable by current experiments, only ~m < 0:6 seems realistic.
The highest value with currently planned experiments is in fact ~m = 0:2=0:5 = 0:4, which
for small jUe3j would rule out (+−−) and (−+−) for LOW. Also, again for small jUe3j,
the LA and VO solution would be out of the game. Conversely, the smallest number one
can expect to measure is ~m = 6  10−3=2:8 = 0:0021, which forbids the degenerate scheme
at all and demands hierarchical or intermediate schemes. Then hierarchical schemes (be it
with small masses m2i ’ m2 or masses of about 0.3 eV) are responsible for the observed
mass squared dierences. We refer to Refs. [11, 12] for the allowed values of hmi in that
case. In general, as can be seen from the Figures, a value below 0.24 (0.06) rules out the
degenerate scheme for the LA and VO (LOW) solution.
4.3 Consequences for the Mass Matrix
An interesting question is: Provided we know which solar solution is the correct one, the
exact value of jUe3j and also know precisely the mixing angle governing the atmospheric
anomaly, can we derive the complete neutrino mass matrix for a given ~m? As an example
we take ~m = 0:3 and jUe3j2 ’ 0:1. This might be measured by hmi = 0:18 eV and
m0 = 0:6 eV. However, dierent choice of the 2 phases can result in the same ~m, as can
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be seen in Fig. 10 for the LOW case, where \iso{ ~m" lines are displayed. For example,
( ’ 1:177;  ’ 1:864) or ( ’ 1:7691;  ’ 0:5225) are possible solutions for ~m = 0:3. The
 entry of the mass matrix, mµµ = m0j(U2µ1 + U2µ2 + U2µ3)j is still a function of the third
phase . Assuming maximal atmospheric mixing, the two results for mµµ dier by a factor
of 4 (for  = 0) to 8 for ( ’ 2:8). It turns out that for a given  some specic choices of
the other two phases give for the resulting mµµ relative dierences of up to 15. Thus, to
verify the real solution, one would need a measurement of mµµ. The charged kaon decay
K+ ! −++, which is depending on mµµ as 0 is on hmi, has a branching ratio given
by
Γ(K+ ! −++)







which has to be compared with the experimental limit of 310−9 [36]. Even worse numbers
hold for the other elements of the mass matrices and the respective processes they govern,
see [9] for a compilation. The closer the measured ~m value gets to the minimal value
(0.1205 for our specic example) the smaller gets the allowed area or curve in { space
and therefore the resulting range for the other matrix elements. This minimal value of
~m corresponds to the (+ − −) conguration. Of course, also for the maximal value of
~m = 1 only one pair of phases is responsible, however, then holds m0  0:2 eV. For a
precision of 10 % in the measurement of the minimal ~m we get a variation in mµµ within a
factor of 2. A slightly smaller number is obtained for a 5 % precision. In Fig. 10 the area
for ~m = 0:1205 is obtained for a precision of 5 %. However, it seems to be questionable
that these values of ~m and the required precision are feasible, especially in the light of the
dierent results of dierent nuclear matrix element calculations. Thus one needs to make
compromises in terms of theoretical assumptions [37] in order to get the complete mass
matrix. The many possibilities for  and  can be understood in the following way: In
a three flavor scheme we have 9 parameters, 3 masses, 3 angles and 3 phases. Oscillation
experiments can give two mass squared dierences (equivalent to 2 masses), all 3 angles
and 1 phase. The mass scale might be given by the tritium spectrum or from cosmology,
so that we are left with 2 parameters and one observable, namely hmi. Only for minimal
~m a denite choice of the 2 phases is possible, which however requires an extremely precise
measurement of this quantity. The smallness of jUe3j allows a broad range for , but for
the  entry  contributes with c2c3e
iβ ’ 1=p2 eiβ, which can have a large eect on the
magnitude of mµµ.
5 Conclusions
In a degenerate mass scheme with three neutrinos we did a full analysis of the allowed
parameter range. The relevant function is ~m = hmi=m0. All CP{conserving and {violating
possibilities for cancellation were considered and plots for observables in each case were
given. When m0,max is smaller then roughly 0.3 eV, the limit applies no longer to a
degenerate scheme but for the highest mass of a hierarchical or intermediate scheme. The
other masses are then given by the measured mass squared dierences. Then however a
signal or improved bound from 0 is needed to distinguish the dierent possibilities,
i.e. to verify which two masses give which m2. This procedure is described in Refs. [7]
to [12]. For the SA solution the mass scale is below 0.2 eV, regardless of CP violation or
conservation. We may summarize the situation for CP invariance such that the (+ + +)
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case also means m0  0:2 eV. If the (−++) conguration is realized (Fig. 2), the total mass
scale is too small to be directly measured. Regarding the other two parity congurations
(Figs. 3 and 4), maximal solar mixing allows a broad range for m0, for small jUe3j2 even
up to the tritium limit of 2.8 eV. The smaller the angle sin2 2 is, the smaller is the
maximal allowed m0 value. For CP violation two phases are present, in principle varying
between 0 and . Because of the smallness of jUe3j2 the dependence on one phase is small.
For maximal solar mixing complete cancellation and therefore m0 up to 2.8 eV is possible.
The lower sin2 2 is, the larger is the minimal value of ~m or the larger the maximal
allowed m0. From sin
2 2 ’ 0:7 on, m0,max approaches 0.3 eV and the degenerate scheme
is jeopardized. A key value for ~m of 0.6 was identied, which would prove the existence
of CP violation or would rule out some parity congurations. Unfortunately, this value
seems unreachable and would also mean that the mass scheme is not degenerate. However,
pushing ~m below 0.24 would rule out the LA and VO solution, and further reduction below
0.06 would rule out also the LOW case. If this means also a hierarchical scheme depends
on the value of m0 one nds. Even if a value of ~m would be known, then many choices of
the phases may give this value, except for the unrealistic case that exactly the minimal ~m
is measured. This fact will reflect on the result of the other entries in the mass matrices,
varying them within factors well beyond 10. Because the processes governed by these
elements are way beyond experimental access, further input from the theoretical side is
needed. Thus, with currently planned projects, experimental verication of a given mass
matrix remains very questionable.
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β = 3pi/4 β = pi/4
Figure 1: ~m for trimaximal mixing as a function of one CP{violating phase for dierent
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Figure 2: Allowed range for the common neutrino mass scale m0 for CP conservation and
the (−− +) signature of the CP parities. Displayed are the cases hmi  0:2 and 0.1 eV.
The SK‘s best t point corresponds to m0 < 0:22 (0:11) eV and the maximal value of jUe3j2






























Figure 3: Maximal m0 as a function of jUe3j2 for the VO1, LOW and SA solution and the
(+ − −) signature. For LA the plot is very similar to VO1. A limit of hmi  0:2 eV is
assumed. Allowed is the range under the respective curve. The VO2 option of the (−+−)





























Figure 4: Same as the previous gure for the (− + −) signature. Again, the LA plot is




















Figure 5: ~m as a function of one phase  for dierent values of the second phase .
Displayed are the SA solution, the LA solution (best t point are the thick lines) and the









































sin2 2 θ = 1
sin2 2 θ = 0.94
sin2 2 θ = 0.79
sin2 2 θ = 0.6
2.8 eV
Figure 7: Maximal m0 as a function of  for  = =2 and jUe3j2 = 0:03 for dierent


















Figure 8: ~m as a function of jUe3j2 for the best{t point of the LA solution. Displayed is the
range for the CP{violating case and all CP{conserving parity congurations except the
trivial (+ + +) case. Note that the range of ~m accesible by currently planned experiments




































Figure 10: "Iso{ ~m" lines in the { space for the best{t values of the LOW solution and
jUe3j2 = 0:1.
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